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Review Articles
THE LOGIC OF STATISTICAL INFERENCE1
To review a book seven years afterits publicationis unusual. The distributionof
elapsed times between publication and review is probably multimodal, with a
peak at a relativelyshort time, and subsidiary peaks at times correspondingto
jubilees, centenaries,and so forth. It is a measureof the importanceof Hacking's
workthat, in spite of the fact that the foundationsof statisticalinferencehave for
ten years past been an areaof very active controversy,a discussion restrictedto
his majortheses still seems appropriateand up-to-date.
Re-readingthe book one is again impressedwith its easy-flowingstyle, full of
felicitous phrases--such as 'cheerful concordat'to describe the current state of
divided opinion on the foundationsof set theory--but with careful attention to
logical niceties. It will have been read by all who have been concernedwith the
foundationsof statisticalinference, and it is to be hoped that it will continue to
be read by more and more, especially by mathematicalstatisticianswho are all
too prone to hare off into abstractmathematicswithout taking proper care to
ensure that their mathematicalmodel is relevant to the scientific or practical
situation.
The simplest mathematicalmodels for inferentialprocesses are those which
were first explicitly set forth by Neyman and Pearson. The elements are (i)
a sample space S of possible results of the experimentin question; for instance,
if we are tossing a penny ten times, S consists of the 210 sequences like
HHTHTTTHTH which could representthe results of the tosses, in the order
in which they occurred; (ii) a parameterspace Q of possible values for an unknown parameter0; for instance, Q2might consist of the points in the open unit
interval {0: o < 0 < I}, or the closed unit interval {0: 0 < 0 < I}; (iii) a

functionp(x,0) of two variables,x rangingover S and 0 rangingoverQ2,specifying
the probabilityof getting the result x when the true value of the parameteris 0;
for instance we may have

= (x)(I-0)s(x)
p(x,O)
where r(x) is the numberof H's and s(x) is the number of T's in x. Neyman and
Pearsonthen characterisedthree types of inferentialproblem,(i) hypothesistesting, to 'accept' or 'reject',on the basis of x, the propositionthat 0 belongs to a
specifiedsubset Q0 of Q; for instance,in the above example, Q0 might consist of
the single point 0 =- , correspondingto the penny being unbiased; (ii) point
estimation,to find a function t(x), takingvalues in Q2which would in some sense
or other be 'near' to 0; for instance we might take r(x)/io as our estimate of 0
in the example referredto, or perhaps (r(x)+I)/I2z; (iii) intervalestimation, to
find two functionsL(x) and U(x), takingvalues in Q, such that the probabilityis
at least, say, o0.95that 0 lies between L(x) and U(x), and certainother conditions
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are satisfied,such as that the probability,for any point in Q, that it lies between
L(x) and U(x) is maximisedwhen this point coincides with 6.
Neyman and Pearson'smodels were extended by Wald with the addition of
two more elements, (iv) a decision space D of possible actions to be taken, and
(v) a loss function L(d,O)measuringthe loss incurredby taking action d when
the parametervalue is in fact 0. Aside from welcomingWald's extended model,
neither Neyman nor Pearson ever insisted that these models exhausted all the
possible inferentialsituations that could arise; indeed, Pearsonespecially went
out of his way on more than one occasionto stress that statisticalinferencecould
be applied to a great variety of types of situation, for which any particular
mathematicalmodel might well have extremelylimited validity. In spite of this,
the scope offeredby the Neyman-Pearson-Waldmodelsfor purely mathematical
analysis was so rich that they dominated mathematicalstatistics for nearly a
quarterof a century; and the dominancewent so far that other types of model,
such as the Bayesian model (which adds, as a fourth element to the three of
Neyman and Pearson a probabilitydistribution (the 'prior') on the parameter
space Q), or the model underlyingFisher's fiducialargument,or the compound
decisionmodel of Robbins,were rejectedout of handor, at best, ignoredby many
mathematicalstatisticians. Thus, for example, although it was pointed out in
1943by Molina, and againin 1946by the presentwriter,that the Bayesianmodel
may often be more appropriateto problems of industrial sampling inspection
than is the Neyman-Pearsonhypothesistesting model,mostwriterson the subject
adoptedthe latter model until about ten years ago. Or, again, although Robbins
pointed out, in his [1952], the fascinatingpossibilitiesopened up by considering
each Neyman-Pearsonhypothesis testing problem as one of a group of such
problems-so that one had a family of sample spaces, Si, a family of parameters
Oi,and a family of probabilityfunctionspi, with the suffix i running, say, from
I to 50-it took more than ten years, and an article by Neyman himself to call
the attention of the statistical world at large to the breakthrough(as Neyman
describedit) which Robbinshad achieved.As to the fiducialargumentthere are,
of course, genuine problemsassociatedwith definingits domainof validity, but
to this day it is remarkablehow many writers on the subject try to fit it into
either the Bayesianor the Neyman-Pearsonmodel, with which it manifestly is
not consistent.
The faithfulnesswith which mathematiciansadhereto a single model in spite
of all the difficultiesto which such an attitude gives rise tempts one to pun on
the word and to call for more permissiveness.A philosophical discussion of
fundamentalssuch as Hacking'sbook provides will, at the very least, inspire a
more reflectivepoint of view.
With the exception of the fiducial argumentit is a common propertyof all
the models for mathematicalstatistics referredto above, that they require no
discussion of the semantics of the word 'probability'. For Neyman-PearsonWald, for the Bayesianmodel, and for the compounddecision model we merely
need to recognisein the situationto which the model is being appliedsome entity
to which the Kolmogorov axioms apply; the nature of this entity may vary,
indeed, from instance to instance-it may be a subjective state of mind in one
case, an objective state of knowledge in another, or a real or hypotheticalfrequency in others. In many cases there may coexist a multiplicityof valid interpretations.The fact that statisticianswho disagreewidely in their attitudesto the
foundationsof their subject nonethelesstend to agreein their practicaladvice to
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scientists and engineerssuggests that such ambiguouscases form the majorityof
those which arise in practice. Such systematic ambiguity-to use Russell's
phrase, though semi-systematicambiguity would here be better-is, of course,
characteristicof mathematics.
That Hacking is concernedto discuss at a deeper level, is made clear early in
his argumentwhere he says he is concernedto study a propertyof a chanceset-up
on which trials are conducted, called by some 'long run frequency',or 'chance',
and often called 'probability'.A full accountof possible meaningsof 'probability'
is not attempted. Hacking's 'chance' thus correspondsclosely to what Jeffreys
calls 'chance' as distinct from 'probability'.It is also closely related to my own
notion of 'forwardlog-odds', or 'f-lods'.1
The differencesbetween Hacking's 'chance' and my 'f-lods' arises from two
causes (apartfrom the trivial logarithmictransformations).In the first place, I
was concernedto derivethe usual laws of additionand multiplicationfrom more
elementarynotions; and in the second place I was concernedto preservelogical
distinctions which Hacking does not bother with-in particularthe distinction
between an observable proposition and an hypothesis concerning chance distributions. Thus I borrowed Whitehead's term 'concrescence' (changing its
meaning) to denote the conjunction of an observable proposition a and a
statistical hypothesis a, to bring out the fact that my fields of observablepropositions were closed under conjunction (a. b denoting the observable proposition 'a occurringin the firstof a pair of trials and b occurringin the second'b should be read as 'a and then b'), whereas putting together an
so that
a. proposition and a statistical hypothesis would not produce an obobservable
servableproposition,but an entity of a differentlogical kind.2Anotherdifference
between my own account and Hacking's arises from my own leanings towards
constructivismin relation to the foundationsof mathematics,which lead me to
avoid the use of negation wherever possible, and especially to avoid using the
law of excluded middle. I am afraidall these ratherirrelevantscruples made the
main argumentof my [1949] difficultto follow. Since it will be relevant to the
discussion of Hacking'sviews on the fiducial argument,perhaps I may be permitted to outline my own developmentagain here.
I start from the notion of a simpleproposition,denoted by a symbol like
a, b, c, . . ., which is supposed to represent the complete description of the result

of a trial. Trials are repeatable,and the result of a pair of trials, for instance,
could be a . b (read as 'a and then b'); such a pair of trials can be consideredas
againa (compound)trial. A statisticalhypothesisabouttrialsof a given kind then
is taken to establish an orderingof simple propositionsas to their plausibility:
this orderingis supposed to satisfy certainsimple axioms. It is then shown that
it is possible to attach a number l(a) to any simple proposition in such a way
that l(a) < 1(b)if and only if a is less plausiblethan b.3This number obeys the
multiplicationrule, l(a. b) = l(a) . 1(b).
The field of simple propositionsis not closed under disjunction-to say that
1

Expoundedin Barnard

[i9491].
2 The set theoretical correlative
of the conjunction a.b is the cartesian product, not the
intersection of sets a and b. Concrescence has no set-theoretical correlative.
a On the way I assumed an Archimedean axiom. I noted at the time that this axiom need
not be assumed, and that to omit it would, while complicating the mathematics, enable
the theory to cover some interesting possibilities. Such possibilities later received
attention from R~nyi, in connection with his theory of conditional probability spaces.

(Cf. R~nyi [I955].).
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a trial resulted in 'a or b' is not to describethe result completely. However, the
compositeproposition'a or b' is still observable,and the questionarises whether
the quantificationof plausibility can be extended to cover disjunctions. It was
shown later that this can indeed be done, and in essentiallyonly one way. The
resulting measureof plausibilitythen need not satisfy the addition rule, but it
must (on certain'smoothness'assumptions)satisfy a law of the form, for mutually
exclusive a and b,
1(a or b) = (l(a))P+(l(b))P' P
for some positivevalue of p. Choosingp = I can then be justifiedas being needed
to keep the mathematicalformulaesimple-any other choice would lead to an
exactly equivalenttheory, looking mathematicallymore complicated.
The point of this developmentwas twofold. The first aspect, which does not
directlyconcernthe discussionof Hacking'swork,was to show how a quantitative
theory of probabilitycould be derivedfrom weak assumptionsabout plausibility
orderingsand the notion of repeatabletrials; the second aspect, relevant here,
was to show the extent of the duality between the notion of plausibility for
observable events (corresponding to Hacking's 'chance') and the notion of
plausibilityfor statisticalhypotheses-corresponding to Hacking's'support'. In
fact the developmentof the theory of plausibilityfor simple statisticalhypotheses
was exactly dual to that for simple observablepropositions;the parallelismfails
just at the transitionfrom simple hypothesesto compositehypotheses.A simple
hypothesis is a complete specificationof the relativeplausibilitiesof observable
results of trials of a given kind; a composite hypothesis is just a disjunctionof
simple hypotheses.But the differenceof logicalstatus betweena simple statistical
hypothesis and a compositeone seems much greaterthan that between a simple
observablepropositionand a disjunctionof these. For we can alwaysimagine a
modification of the given experimental set-up which makes a disjunction of
simple propositionsitself a simple proposition relative to the modified set-up.
In the coin tossing example discussed above we could imagine ourselves not
being able to see the resultsof individualthrows,but only the finalscore recorded
on a counterwhich adds I for each H. The new samplespace would then consist
of the set {o, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, io} and the result r = i would correspond

to the disjunction of the Io alternativesfor the original kind of trial such as
HTTTTTTTT, THTTTTTTT, ... etc. With the modified set-up, 'r = I'
would be a simple proposition.
We cannot indicate a correspondinggeneralmethod for modifyingthe set-up
to convert a composite hypothesis into a simple one. Such modificationsare
sometimes possible. For instance, the composite hypothesis which consists in
saying that a pair (x, y) of measurementsis normallydistributedwith correlation
coefficient0o5(withoutspecificationof the means and variances)can be regarded
as a simple hypothesis about the distribution of the estimated correlationcoefficientr, calculatedby the usual formulafrom a set of observations,together
with a simple hypothesis about the sample configuration.This reduction is
possible because the composite hypothesis here considered is invariantunder
changes of location and scale for x and changes of location and scale for y; we
can imagine a change in the experimental set-up under which we become
ignorantof the units and origin of measurementof x and of y-for examplewe
could be given a set of pairs such as (2,-3),

(i, 4), (9, II), . . . etc. in which the

first figureis known to referto the height of an individual,and the second to his
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weight. The fact that we may not be told from what origin the height measurements are taken, nor whether they are in inches or in centimetres, does not in
any way prevent us from assessing the plausibility of their being normally
distributed,nor the plausibility of their correlationhaving any particularvalue.
But in the absence of group invariance, or of some other special structural
propertyhaving like effect, the reductionof a composite hypothesis to a simple
one, by changingthe experimentalset-up, is not in generalpossible.
It follows that the quantitativemeasureof plausibilityfor simple hypotheses,
unlike that for simple propositions,cannot be extended to cover disjunctions,so
that while the multiplicationrule operates,the additionrule does not. To quote
Fisher: 'Whereassuch a phrase as "the probability of A or B" has a simple
meaning, where A and B are mutually exclusive possibilities, the phrase "the
likelihood of A or B" is more parallelwith "the income of Peter or Paul"--you
cannotknowwhat it is until you knowwhich is meant'. In fact, the dual measures
of plausibility,for observablepropositionsand for simple statisticalhypotheses,
correspond closely to the Fisherian concepts of probability and likelihood,
respectively.But whereasfor Fisher the likelihoodis, by definition,proportional
to the probability,in the theory as developedin my [1949]it was merelyassumed
that the ratio of relativeplausibilitiesof two simple hypotheseson two different
simple propositions was some function of the relative plausibilitiesof the two
propositionson the two hypotheses.The form of the functionalrelationshipwas
then deduced, and it turned out that the measureof plausibilityof a hypothesis,
on observationa, would have to equal the plausibility of a, on hypothesis a,
multiplied by some function of a. This latter function could be regardedas the
'prior' likelihood of a, to use Edwards'sterm, though this possibility was not
noted at the time. It could also refer to the 'acceptability'of a.
To return now to Hacking, he takes the laws of addition and multiplication
for chancesas given, and a specificationof the numericalchancesof possible outcomes of a trial of a given kind is a statisticalhypothesis.He then introducesthe
idea of supportfor a propositionby data, and says (p. 28): 'If one hypothesis is
better supportedthan another,it would usually be, I believe, right to call it the
more reasonable.But of course it need not be reasonablepositively to believe the
best supported hypothesis, nor the most reasonableone.' He goes on to make
clear that support is a concept independent of utility. This is, of course, unexceptionable;but the first sentence of the two quoted is open to objection. In
a kind of trial in which we expect simple laws to operatewe may have a hypothesis involving some weird mathematicalfunction better supported than, say,
a simple linear law of relationship. In such a case we might well say that the
simple linear law was more reasonable,although the weird law was better supported. Such a discrepancy between support and reasonableness could be
accountedfor on the theory of my [1949] by the factorreferredto in connection
with 'prior likelihood', or 'acceptability'; there does not appear to be any
correspondingpossibility in Hacking'stheory. To this extent Hacking'stheory
appearsto be more stronglyempirical,in that hypothesesareto be judged purely
on the basis of observabledata,not on any structuralpropertiesthey may possess.
At this stage in his argumentHackinginserts a discussionof Wald's decisiontheoretic approachto inferentialproblems.This section is beautifullyarguedand
expressedand should be readwith careby any who may still believe that decision
theory provides all the answersto problems of inference, as also should be the
following chapter, in which 'long run' justificationsfor rules of inference are
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demolished.This then leads to the exposition of the 'Law of Likelihood'. Here
it is importantto note that Hacking's use of likelihood differs from Fisher's,
and, to that extent, it fails to correspondto the 'b-lods' notion expoundedin my
[1949] quite apartfrom the possibility,alreadynoted, of an 'acceptabilityfactor'.
For Hacking,likelihoodis a predicateof an orderedpair of propositions,namely
a statisticalhypothesis and an outcome of a trial; the likelihoodis the chance of
the outcome if the hypothesis is true. He correctly says (p. 57) that 'Fisher
generallyuses likelihood as a predicateof hypotheses, in the light of data', but
goes on to suggest that Fisher sometimesuses the term in the way Hackingdoes;
I cannot find that this is so.
It should be added that in saying that it is importantto note this point, I do
not wish to imply that Hacking'sargumentis in any way weak-apart from the
tacit commitment to empiricism already mentioned. The importance derives
from the fact that statisticianswho are accustomedto Fisher's usage may find
it difficultto follow Hacking'sreasoning.
Hacking's law of likelihood for discrete distributionsinvolves the notion of
a simple joint proposition,which is a propositionof the form 'the distributionof
chances on trials of kind K on set-up X is D; outcome E occurs on trial T of
kind K'. The likelihoodof such a simplejoint propositionis what the probability
of E would be on trialsof kind K if the distributionwere D. The law of likelihood
also involves the idea of a (composite)joint proposition, which differs from a
simple joint propositionin that a class of distributionsmay be involved instead
of only one, and that the kind of trial K' on which E occurs need not be that to
which the distributionsrefer. The statementof the law of likelihoodfor discrete
distributionsthen is: if h and i are simple joint propositionsand e is a joint proposition, and e includes both h and i, then e supportsh better than i if the likelihood of h exceeds that of i.
When h andi havethe same distributionalpart,this lawsays that the occurrence
of event E is better supportedthan the occurrenceof F if the probabilityof E is
greaterthan that of F; when h and i have the same observationalpart, the law
says that the hypothesis H is better supported than the hypothesis H' if the
likelihood(in Fisher'ssense) of H is greaterthan the likelihoodof H'. Apartfrom
possible considerationsof 'prior' 'likelihood',or 'acceptability',these principles
seem unexceptionable.
Although Hacking shows that he has read the works of Fisher and of other
statisticianswith more care than have most statisticians,he fails to do justice to
Fisher's conception of likelihood in suggesting that Fisher saw it only as a
quantityto be maximisedin connectionwith statisticalestimation.The following
quotation, from Fisher's introductionto the first edition of his [1925] clarifies
the situation: 'This is not to say that we cannot draw, from knowledge of a
sample, inferencesrespectingthe populationfrom which the sample was drawn,
but that the mathematicalconcept of probabilityis inadequateto express our
mental confidenceor diffidencein making such inference, and that the mathematical quantity which appears to be appropriatefor measuring our order of
preferenceamong differentpossible populationsdoes not in fact obey the laws
of probability.To distinguishit from probability,I have used the term "Likelihood" to designatethis quantity, since both the words "likelihood"and "probability" are loosely used in commonspeech to cover both kinds of relationship.'
The next chapter of Hacking'sbook is concernedwith 'tests of significance'.
Here there seems to be a majorflaw. He quotes, approvingly,W. S. Gossett as
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saying that a test 'doesn'tin itself necessarilyprove that the sample is not drawn
randomlyfrom the populationeven if the chance is very small, say .ooooi: what
it does is to show that if there is any alternativehypothesis which will explain
the occurrenceof the sample with a more reasonableprobability,say -05 (such
as that it belongs to a differentpopulationor that the sample wasn't randomor
whateverwill do the trick) you will be very much more inclined to considerthat
the originalhypothesis is not true'. He takes this passage by way of rebuttalof
Fisher, whom he accuses of personal criticism of those who stressed the importance of alternativesto the hypothesis being tested, in connection with the
theory of testing. In fact Fisher referredapprovinglyto the concept of the power
curve of a test procedureand althoughhe wrote: 'On the whole the ideas (a) that
a test of significancemust be regardedas one of a series of similartests appliedto
a succession of similar bodies of data, and (b) that the purpose of the test is to
discriminateor "decide"betweentwo or more hypotheses,have greatlyobscured
their understanding',he was careful to go on and add 'when taken not as contingent possibilities but as elements essential to their logic'. It would take too
long to give a full discussionof the logic of significancetests here; a referenceto
Anscombe'spaper(Anscombe[1962])must suffice.The difficultywith Hacking's
account is that it leads him to say (p. 89): 'An hypothesis should be rejectedif
and only if there is some rival hypothesis much better supportedthan it is.' But
there alwaysis such a rival hypothesis, viz. that things just had to turn out the
way they actually did.
The fact seems to be, that the domainof applicationof Hacking'stheory, like
that of the theory of likelihood, is confined to comparisonsbetween statistical
hypotheses. Situationsin which only one hypothesisis in question, and the issue
is whether agreementbetween this hypothesis and the data is so bad that we
must begin to exerciseour imaginationsto try to think of an alternativethat fits
the facts better-tests of goodness of fit, in other words-are not satisfactorily
dealt with by this theory.
Hacking's next chapter discusses the Neyman-Pearsonapproach to hypothesis testing and he reachesthe conclusion,with which I agree,thatthis approach
is best regardedas a theory applicableto the advanceplanning of experiments.
On a purelypersonalpoint, I feel bound to commenton what is said on page 103:
'The idea that Neyman-Pearsontests could betterserve before-trialbetting than
after-trialevaluationhas lain fallow in a remarkmade by Jeffreystwenty years
ago. Last year [i.e. in 1963] Dempster produced, for the first time in all that
period, a similardistinction'.Hacking here seems to have overlookedmy [1950o]
from which I quote: 'it is the view of the presentwriterthat the arbitrarynature
of the reference set involved, on the Neyman-Pearson theory, in a test of
significance,is a decisivereasonfor rejectingthat theory, as a theoryof inference,
in favour of using a theory of inference,such as that given by Fisher, where the
idea of a referenceset does not enter. It should be emphasised,however,that the
Neyman-Pearsontheory is an exceedinglyvaluableweaponin the advance planning of experimentation.To put the matter shortly, two kinds of quantity are
involved in uncertaininference. The present writer has called them f-odds and
b-odds, but Fisher has more aptly (though slightly less precisely) called them
probabilityand likelihood. Probabilitiesare relevant before an experiment has
been performed,when we are planning it. After the experiment has been performed, when we are drawingconclusions,likelihoodsare relevant.As a theory
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based on probabilities,the Neyman-Pearsontheory is useful in planning,before
the result is known; but afterthe result is knownthe theory of likelihoodshould
be used.'Although I was conscious,when I wrote about likelihoodin my [19471
that its use would be restrictedto the comparisonof one hypothesiswith another,
and was at that time and again in my [1949] careful to say so, in the passage
quoted above I incautiouslyomitted to refer to this.1
Hacking's next chapter discusses randomness, in connection with random
sequences and with randomsampling.He refersto Church'ssuggestionto overcome the difficultiesin von Mises's idea of a randomsequence by using the fact
that the set of computablefunctionsis countable;but he does not appearto have
noticed Ville's destructivecriticismof this idea. Ville's point essentiallywas that
any attemptto definemathematicallythe class of randomsequencesof o's and I's
wasdoomedto failure,because,representingsuchsequencesasbinaryfractions,one
would be excludingas non-randomanyset of such fractionsof Lebesguemeasure
zero. But howevermany such sets had been removedfrom the unit interval,the
remainingset would, of course, have measure I, and so would contain infinitely
many more sets also of measurezero, and these sets ought also to be excluded.
This argumentpersuadedmany, including myself, that the search for a mathematical definition of randomness was doomed to failure, until Martin-L6f
came along with an application of the idea of computabilitywhich went in a
somewhat different direction from Church. Briefly, Martin-L6f's definition of
a (finite)randomsequenceis, that it is a sequencewhich is computedby a Turing
machine whose G6del number (in the binary scale) is as long as the sequence
itself. He overcomes Ville's difficultyby pointing to the fact that the set of
computablesets of measurezero is countable,so that the union of all such sets
also has measurezero. It is this union of all such sets which is removed from the
unit interval.
Apart from brief referencesto randomsequences, Hacking'smain concern in
this chapteris to discuss randomsamplingfrom finitepopulationsin a way which
does not seem to differmarkedlyfrom standardstatisticaldoctrine.It is the next
chapter,entitled 'The fiducialargument'which has perhapsdrawnforth the most
comment from reviewers,in that Hackingsets out a mode of reasoningleading
effectivelyto probabilitystatementsabout hypotheses(though Hackingsticks to
the term 'support',ratherthan probability).
He draws a fruitful analogy with Frege's foundations for set theory and
arithmetic, in which Russell found a contradiction.He says (p. I51) 'Just as
(after Russell's criticism of Frege) we needed a more adequatecharacterisation
of irrelevance.Each genius (Fisher and Frege) proferreda false conjecture.The
task of future generationsis not to confute the genius but to perfect the conjecture. Our principle of irrelevanceis some way along that road.' Indeed it is,
as also is the work of Sprott, and of Fraser, to which Hacking does not refer.
But in his extended list of contents, Hackingsays 'It is provedthat any principle
similar to the principle of irrelevancebut stronger than it, must lead to contradiction. So the principle completes a theory of support.' In the chapter in
question, however, Hacking makes this idea plausible, but could not be said to
have produced a proof. My own conjecture here is, that the situation will
continueto be analogousto that holding in the foundationsof set theory, where,
in a sense, the search for a definitiveformulationhas definitivelybeen shown to
1 Also,

cf. Barnard

[1951]

and Barnard, Jenkins and Winsten

[1962].
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be fruitless.One is, in fact, tempted also to conjecturethat,just as Hadamardsaid
that his brain was so constructedthat the axiom of choice appearedobvious to
him, while to Borel it was far from obvious, and Cohen has shown that adding
either the axiom of choice or its negationto the other axioms of set theory will
not produce a contradiction,so we may find, when the rules of statistical inference are more fully formalised than now, that options remain.1 Such a
conjecture looks more plausible when we bear in mind that the appeal, for
examplein Hacking'stheory, to the notion of a trial of kindK involves an act of
class formation.
Hacking's next two chapters are concerned with estimation. He points to
difficultiesin the standardtheories, but does not always go as far as he might
have done. For example, on page 183 he says: 'Of course it might be true that
the best of unbiased estimatorswere better than estimatorsof other kinds, even
though inferiorunbiasedestimatorsare inferiorto other estimators.But this has
never been proved.' Indeed, there are counter examples. In inverse samplingto
estimate a single probability0 it can be shown that the only unbiased estimator
is restrictedto taking the values o or i; but if the sample space is the open unit
interval, or, for instance, restricts 0 to lie between - and ?, this means that the
only values the unbiased estimate can take are known to be impossible ones.
Hackingmakesan interestingsuggestion,that in askingfor an estimatewe should
alwaysspecify a scale of measurement,and this leads him to rejectthe idea that
in estimating 0 we are necessarilyat the same time estimating any functionf(O),
and that our estimate of f(O) must be f(t) if our estimateof 0 is t. This amounts
to saying, in the Neyman-Pearsonmodel, that the parameterspace should be
endowed with a metric, rather than being left as an unstructured set. Unfortunately Hacking does not develop this idea to any extent. My own guess
would be that we should think of the ratherweakernotion of a topology on the
parameterspace (a metric implies a topology, but not conversely),so that we can
give a meaningto the idea of convergingon the true value of 0 when the sample
size becomes larger and larger; in some cases a family of locally equivalent
metrics-intermediate between a single metric and a topology-seems appropriate. Le Cam has used ideas of this kind, in connection with what Neyman
termed 'Best AsymptoticallyNormal' estimates; his theory can be regardedas a
further developmentand formalisationof the earlierpart of Fisher's [1925a].
It is a pity that Hacking does not discuss the idea, eminently practicablenow
that we have computerswith graphicaloutput facilities, of regardingthe graph
of the likelihoodfunction(or, equivalently,the graphof its logarithmicderivative)
as answeringthe problem of estimation. It will indicate the value or values to
which the datapoint most strongly(i.e. which are best supported,or most likely),
it will indicate with what precision the data point to the neighbourhoodof a
particularvalue, and it will preserveall the relevantinformationin the data, in
the sense that it is a minimal sufficientstatistic.
The final two chapters are devoted to discussion of Bayes's theories, first in
their 'objective'versions as representedby Bayes and by Jeffreys,then in the
subjectiveversionsassociatedwith de Finetti, Ramseyand Savage.The objective
versions are rejected 'for reasonswhich by now are entirely standard',while the
subjectivetheory is explained 'sympathetically'.In so far as Hacking'stheory is
The possibility that valid theories of statistical inference could be genetically determined

is worth meditatingupon.
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restricted to cases in which the notion of 'chance' is involved, its domain is
narrower than that of the subjective Bayesians; at the same time it is more
explicit in its application to problems of inference in the natural sciences.
The last chapter shows signs of having been written some time after the earlier
ones, and it seems to shift the emphasis in places. For example, on page 222
Hacking comes near to discussing a 'goodness of fit' situation, and says 'My
theory of statistical support does not attempt rigorous analysis of the reasoning
The theory of statistical support cannot judge the force with which
here....
an experiment counts against a simplifying assumption.' To this extent he appears
to agree with the comment made above on his treatment of tests of significance.
Again, on page 219, Hacking appears to entertain the possibility of something
corresponding to the idea of 'prior likelihood' of 'acceptability' referred to above,
and he explicitly refers to the point made by Fraser (and also by the present
writer) that group invariance and other structural features of an experimental
set-up may be relevant to its statistical interpretation.
It is clear that in this area there is much further exploration to be done.
Hacking's book remains an invaluable guide book for anyone willing to join in
this task.
G. A. BARNARD

University of Essex
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LIKELIHOOD
The fundamental question about statistical inference is philosophical: what
primitive concepts are to be used? Only two answers are popular today. Edwards
is the first scientist to write a systematic monograph advocating a third answer.?
1 Edwards,A. F. [1972]: Likelihood.An Accountof the Statistical Conceptof Likelihood
and its Application to Scientific Inference. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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